What's long, hard and a bit sh*tty at the end?

One of your jokes.
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Thanks to…
…all my mates who contributed their fave jokes to this nifty little book, making my job a lot easier. These are the people to whom I am particularly indebted and, naturally, owe a beer or two: Ash Gordon, Dr Mojo, Tam Howard, Nutmeg Charley, Bill McMunt, Wazzer, Jed, Pete, Johnno, Frankie, Steve, Ian, Posh Locks, Phat Twat, Hairy Kunt and Turnip. You’re a bunch of filthyfuckers and I love you for it.
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My husband came home with a tube of KY jelly and said, ‘This will make you happy tonight’. He was right. When he went out of the bedroom, I squirted it all over the doorknobs. He couldn’t get back in.
What’s the difference between hard and light?

You can sleep with a light on.
What’s the difference between oral sex and anal sex?

Oral sex makes your day; anal sex makes your hole weak.
Three men are marooned on an island desperately seeking a way to get off. A cannibal approaches them and flops his penis out. ‘If the length of your three penises together is as big as mine, then I’ll show you how to get off the island. Otherwise you’ll be killed and eaten.’ The native’s nob was an incredible 20 inches. Getting off to a good start, the first man shows off his impressive 10 inches. The second man produces a 9-inch dick. Feeling confident, they urge the third man to get his tackle out. He does so and reveals just one inch of manhood. After some nail-biting calculations the cannibal says, ‘Okayfellas, you’ve managed to come up with the goods: I’ll let you use my boat to escape’. As they were sailing to safety,
the first bloke mentions how lucky they are that he’s so well endowed. Likewise, the second bloke suggests that they are truly blessed at the length of his schlong. The third guy pipes up ‘…and you’re damn lucky I had an erection!’
Why do farts smell so bad?

So the deaf can enjoy them too.
A couple was getting frisky in a field. After giving her oral sex he said, ‘Wow, I wish I had a torch’. ‘So do I,’ she said. ‘You’ve been eating grass for the past ten minutes.’
A guy was sitting in a bar when a stranger walked up to him and asked: ‘If you woke up in the woods and scratched your arse and felt Vaseline, would you tell anyone?’ ‘Of course not!’ the guy said. The stranger then asked: ‘If you felt further into your crack and pulled out a used condom, would you tell anyone?’ ‘Nope.’ ‘Great,’ said the stranger. ‘Fancy going camping then?!’